W123 vacuum diagram

Mercedes W Mercedes-Benz W is a family of business-class cars of the German brand
Mercedes-Benz, which is the forerunner of the modern E-class. The official premiere took place
on January 29, , although production was established in November Initially, the model was
presented only in the sedan body, but later there were modifications in the estate wagon, coupe,
as well as a sedan with an elongated wheelbase. Thus, the model removed the front sub-frame,
strengthened the interior design, increased the deformation zones, and the fuel tank was placed
above the rear axle in order to reduce the risk of damage to the tank and fire on impact from
behind. In , the designers equipped the series with an anti-lock system ABS , and two years
later the W acquired an optional airbag. In , the W series gave way to the Mercedes-Benz model
range in the body of the W , which became the official first generation of the new E-Class.
Nevertheless, the series cars in the sedan were produced before , and in the station wagon â€”
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Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. If you already own a Mercedes W, D it will be no
secret that vacuum is used everywhere. Despite the fact that this car, in my opinion, is one of
the greatest cars ever built, both in a timeless look and mechanical longevity, they do indeed
have their challenges and shortcomings. One of the biggest issues with the older diesel models,
were the yards of hard plastic vacuum line and the dozens of rubber connecters from front to
back and side to side and a vacuum pump. While the products used have truly held up
amazingly well over the nearly four decades, it becomes a nightmare when so many devices fail
to operate and some times very suddenly. There will be no secret when you have a part or parts
of your system begin to leak. A number of items will fail to function when vacuum is lost or is in
short supply. When vacuum is low or absent as just mentioned, you will likely face very erratic
shifting. For example. On the W, the transmission is regulated by a vacuum module that dictates
when the transmission is to shift based on load. Should you notice that all of your shifts are
delayed, especially 1st to 2nd and the trans. First step is to make sure you are getting the
proper vacuum from the vacuum pump. Disconnect the power brake booster line from the
vacuum pump line. Start the car and connect your Fuel-O-Vac with the appropriate rubber fitting
to the vacuum pump line, making a tight seal. If you are getting a steady 18 to 25hg, the pump is
performing as it should. You can also feel a good bit of suction on your finger if you cover the
line. Should the vacuum pump return a bouncing needle on the gauge or low vacuum you will
need to either rebuild your pump or purchase a new unit. At this point you can shut down the
engine. If the pump checks out, you will next begin going through each vacuum line that feeds
through the firewall and to the transmission. Here is where your hand brake bleeder will come in
quite handy. First examine all of your lines for dry rot and cracks. If none are detectable, begin a
methodical process of removing one line at a time and testing that line for a leak. Once you can
assure a good seal has been made, begin to vacuum down that line. A few pumps should do it.
If you are able to record a vacuum on the gauge, watch it carefully to see that it holds. If the
vacuum begins to bleed down, you ether have a bad vacuum line, or an improper connection on
your hand held pump. Recheck all connections and do the procedure again. Should you
continue to get the same results you either have a cracked line, rubber connector or module
valve. If that is the case, you will need to trace that line, locate all the potential connectors on
that line and replace the entire line and connectors. If your system is still original, you will
notice the various colors of vacuum tubing. If any of the parts leak vacuum, your entire system
will be effected as the system is not able to store up vacuum for later use in the door locks. If
the leak is too bad, it will effect your brakes, transmission and shutting of the engine. Most of

the vacuum parts are all plastic, and while good quality, they have been exposed to decades of
heat and chemicals and have become brittle and have either broken or are on there way to
breaking. Even the slightest leak in your vacuum system will most likely cause immediate
problems. This was either leaving the transmission with full vacuum at all times or none
altogether, because it was clogged with dirt. The VCV is in turn linked to and regulated by the
throttle linkage. If this part is not functioning properly you will have transmission shift issues
and you will need to replace or adjust it. The engine image below, shows a general overview of a
D vacuum line path. The image above shows the connection points at which you should check
your lines for failures. Always check your owners manual before you determine how your
particular model is to be set up. The series with five cylinders and the turbo models have a
different vacuum line configuration so do not assume they are all the same. Unfortunately too
many random repairs have been made to these cars over the years and can be set up
completely wrong. Even taking pictures before you start could prove useless if you are simply
photographing the wrong set up. Similar vacuum issues will be discussed with regard to the SL
in the not so distant future. Happy Motoring. Written by : West Kenyon. Time Required. An
awesome member of our community made this guide. It is not managed by iFixit staff. The door
lock system on a W is controlled entirely by vacuum. It is a system made of many parts and can
be complicated to diagnose properly if you've never done it before, and especially if the system
has been left to deteriorate for some time. The first step to fixing the system is to properly
diagnose it. Vacuum components, such as door and trunk lock actuators, can be quite
expensive so replacing only those that need it will save you time and money over throwing
parts at the system in an effort to fix it. This guide will walk you through diagnosis of the
vacuum door lock system on an early style W with the four diaphragm door lock vacuum
actuators. However, the technique applies to later models as well; the actuators work the same
despite looking different. As the guide progresses, you may consider replacing all of the "Y"
and "X" connectors for the lock system since you will be disconnecting most of the hard plastic
lines from them anyway. Old rubber connectors can sometimes swell around the hard plastic
lines and no longer hold a tight vacuum. This might lead to very slow leaks, but leaks
nonetheless. New ones are inexpensive and can help create a very tight system along with
repairs to any leaking actuators or cracked hard lines. Note - if you find that part of your leak is
due to old and cracked diaphragms on your early style door lock vacuum actuators, see the
repair guide under the Mercedes W repair section to learn how to fix these without replacing the
entire assembly. Begin under the hood of the car, on the driver's side, back near the large round
brake booster. You will see a yellow check valve with two connections coming from it. One
connection is a 3-way "Y" connection with two yellow lines coming out of it. This is the feed for
the vacuum door lock system. Pull all three lines from the check valve and test it. Use your
mouth to suck and blow in to the single connection side of the check valve. If you can suck AND
blow, the valve is bad and will need to be replaced. If air will only travel one way, the valve is
OK. Connect your hand vacuum gauge to the yellow line with the grey stripe. Use your pump to
pull a vacuum of about 10 to 15Hg in the tank. It will take a LOT of pumping but it's worth it to
know if your tank is leaking. When you've pulled that vacuum walk away for about 5 minutes to
see if it holds. Vacuum tank is pictured, in trunk, under hat shelf. Move your vacuum pump to
the yellow solid line with no stripes for the next step. With your hand vacuum pump connected
to the solid yellow line, with no stripes, you can continue. Make sure the driver's side door is
closed, and turn the key to the lock position. Pull a vacuum of 10 to 15Hg; all the doors on the
car should lock. Wait about 5 minutes to see if the lock side of the system holds. Make note of
the results. With your passenger side door panel removed, and the door left open, you can
watch one of the actuators during this process. The door panel removal technique guide is
available in the Mercedes W repair section. Click here to read that guide. Pictured are the early
style actuators. The first picture shows the door in the locked position while the second shows
it unlocked. With your hand pump still connected to the solid yellow line, move the key in the
driver's door to the unlocked position. Pump vacuum again at 10 to 15Hg. The doors should all
unlock. Retain this vacuum again for about 5 minutes. Make note of the result. While testing the
main line, you'll have noted whether you have leaks in the lock side of the system, the unlock
side, or both. This will help narrow down the problem s. If you have a leak in the lock side, you
can focus on testing only the lock lines which are marked with a red stripe. If you have a leak in
the unlock side you can focus on those lines marked with a green stripe. Inside your driver's
door you will not find an actuator. Instead, there is a master vacuum switch that controls the
actuators in the other three doors. In this picture, it is shown with the two Phillips head screws
that hold its bracket in place already removed. When the solid yellow line that you have been
testing under the hood enters the firewall, it continues on and passes through a rubber tube
between the vehicle's body and the door. Once inside the door, it connects to the center

vacuum connector on the main vacuum switch. Steps 8 and 9 will include disconnecting
vacuum lines from the switch. To make this easier, the switch should be detached from the
door. The door pull must be detached before this is possible. To detach the door pull, begin by
removing the two large Phillips screws holding it to the door shell. Gently pull the rod of the
door pull towards you until it pops out of the plastic holder at its mid-point. Finally, pivot the
door pull outwards and towards you until the curved end can be pulled back and out of the hole
where it connects to the door latch. The master vacuum switch can now be detached from the
door. To do this, remove the two Philips head screws holding the switch to the door picture
shows screws already removed. Remove the metal bracket the screws were holding and set it
aside. Pull the switch gently towards you until you can then slip off the linkage that connects
the switch to the lock mechanism. Reach up inside the shell of the door and gently pull the
switch down towards the opening in the door. Do not force the vacuum lines to bend
excessively. Inspect the switch, especially the metal end. Consider replacing it. The switch on
this car was leaking and was already replaced in this picture. Pull off the center vacuum line on
the switch, which is the same solid yellow line from under the hood. It might help to also
remove the line closer to the metal end of the switch, for easier access. Use a suitable object,
such as a golf tee, bolt, or large nail, and plug off the end of the solid yellow line that is inside
the door. Return to your still connected vacuum gauge under the hood and pump up 10 to 15Hg
of vacuum. If there is a leak at this point, you know the solid yellow line that goes from under
the hood in to the main switch is cracked. Make note of the result and continue to the next step.
The lock and unlock lines that connect to the switch travel back out of the door and then in to
the interior of the car to provide vacuum to those two branches of the system, depending on the
position of the switch. You can reconnect the solid yellow line to the center of the switch at this
time. From this point on this guide will focus on testing the lock side of the system since this
was the side that showed the leak when testing the main line under the hood. All of these
techniques can be applied to the unlock side if you have a leak there. Retrieve your vacuum
pump from under the hood to use it inside your car on the next step. Once inside the car, the
lock and unlock vacuum lines travel beneath the carpets and in some places underneath flexible
black plastic covers. Begin by removing the floor mat, if equipped, and carpet in the driver's
foot well. With the carpets removed, look along the end of the foot well nearest the driver's door
and find the black plastic cover that protects the vacuum lines beneath. Lift this cover up as
shown to expose the vacuum lines. As mentioned, the red lines are the lines for the lock side of
the circuit. The highlighted line is the one that enters the car from inside the door. Note - the top
of the picture is facing the front of the car. This line connects to the switch and is the one that
you plugged in the previous step. Connect your vacuum gauge to the line just disconnected
from the first "Y" 3-way connector inside the car. Pump a vacuum of 10 to 15Hg. If this line
shows a leak, it means this line is cracked, likely where it passes between the body of the car
and the door. If it does not, the line is OK. Make note of the results and continue. Return to the
lines under the plastic cover at the outside edge of the driver's side footwell. The red line that is
highlighted travels straight back in to the rear driver's side door. Pull this line from the "Y"
connector, attach your vacuum pump and draw a vacuum of 10 to 15Hg on this side of the
system. If the rear driver's side door is unlocked, doing this should lock it. If there is a leak, you
will need to pull the panel from the rear driver's side door to test the line itself. To do this, you'll
disconnect the red line from the actuator and plug it off like you did the lines of the master
switch. If the line holds vacuum, move on to test the lock side of the actuator. To do this,
connect your vacuum pump to the connector on the actuator that the red line was connected to
and draw a 10 to 15Hg vacuum and watch for leaks. The highlighted line travels across the car
along the front seats to provide vacuum to the remainder of the vehicle's lock system. In the
second picture, it can be seen traveling across the car along the driver's footwell nearest the
driver's seat. Disconnect this line from the "Y" connector and connect it to your vacuum pump.
Pump a vacuum of 10 to 15Hg and watch for leaks for a few minutes. If this line shows leaks, it
could be anything from a cracked line along this section, to either of your door lock actuators
on the passengers side, to the gas door or trunk lock actuators. If a leak shows, the diagnosis
will continue on the passenger's side of the car. Move to the front passenger foot well of the
car. Remove the floor mat, if equipped, and the carpet. Find the cover, which is identical in
design as the driver's side, that protects the vacuum lines. It is on the outside edge of the foot
well. Pull it up to expose the vacuum lines that serve this side of the car. On the passenger side
the lock lines join together in a 4-way "X" connector. Note that one of the four lines, noted in
red, is the line coming over from the driver's side supplying vacuum to the rest of the system.
Note - the right hand side of this picture faces the front of the car. Begin diagnostics on this
side by pulling the line nearest the front of the car. In this picture, it has already been pulled
from the "X" connector. Pump up a 10 to 15Hg vacuum on this line and check for leaks. If there

are any, continue with testing the line itself and the door actuator as outlined in Step Next, pull
the middle line. This feeds the trunk lock and gas door lock. Note that these lines might have
been swapped at some point in the car's history - after pumping a vacuum on it, check to see
whether the trunk and gas door are locked. If not, this might be feeding the rear passenger door
lock actuator instead. If you find a leak on this line, and it is indeed serving the trunk lock and
gas door lock actuators, you will need to continue your diagnosis by testing the trunk actuator
and gas door lock actuators separately. That is covered in step Pull the final line from the
"X"connector. Test it by pulling 10 to 15Hg of vacuum on it. This one is serving the rear
passenger door, though as mentioned before it helps to verify by checking that door to ensure it
locked after a vacuum is pulled. If there is a leak in this line proceed by testing the line itself and
the door lock actuator as described in Step If you found a leak in the line noted in Step 15,
serving the trunk and gas door locks, you will need to go to the back of the car and open the
trunk to proceed. To test the trunk lock actuator you will first need to remove the black plastic
cover plate that covers the recess in the rear body panel that the actuator is installed into. Once
it is removed you will see the trunk actuator. Pull the red line from the actuator, as this indicates
the lock side, and pull a 10 to 15Hg vacuum. Check for a leak. If it is leaking, you will need to
replace the actuator or try and find a replacement diaphragm to repair it. Pictured is a trunk lock
actuator with a torn outer diaphragm. The last item to check is the gas door lock actuator. This
actuator is up inside the passenger side rear fender. It is directly on the other side of the panel
pictured, behind the trunk spring. It's held in place by the two screws shown. This actuator
comes in two styles. The one on the car being tested only has a lock side; it uses a spring
mechanism to return it to the unlocked state when vacuum is lost on the lock side. Another
design acts just like the trunk lock actuator, in which there is a lock and unlock side. On the
spring-loaded lock only style, remove the single vacuum connection from the bottom of the
actuator and pull a 10 to 15Hg vacuum on it and watch for leaks. Having completed the
diagnostic process you can make a list of items to be fixed. If you found one or more leaking
lines, you will need to feed new hard plastic line to replace it. The most common spot for cracks
is at points where the lines flex often, such as in the rubber tubes that carry the lines from the
body to the door. If you found that you have a bad check valve you will simply replace it with a
new one. If you discovered one or more leaking door lock actuators you'll want to find out what
style you have. The old style, with four rubber diaphragms, are very easily repaired. See this
early style W door lock actuator repair guide. If you found a leaking trunk lock actuator, it will
likely need to be replaced. See this guide on how to replace it. If the fuel door lock actuator is
leaking, and it's the early style, see this guide on how to pull it from the car and try to stop the
leak. If it's the later style it will likely need to be replaced. If you found a leak door lock master
switch in your driver's door you can try fixing it by reading the repair guide before you purchase
a replacement part. Once you've fixed everything, you can return to under the hood and test the
entire system by plugging your vacuum gauge in to the end of the "Y" connector that enters the
lock system check valve. This tests the vacuum tank, all the lines, and all the actuators. It takes
lots of pumping but it sure is rewarding to see the vacuum gauge rock solid! Note - on this car,
which had a neglected door lock system, there was a leaky master vacuum switch, a leaky
passenger door lock actuator due to cracked upper diaphragms, a leaky trunk lock actuator due
to a torn outer diaphragm, and finally a gas door lock leak. Upon completion of diagnosis, you
can begin repairing or replacing those parts that were found to be leaking. Cancel: I did not
complete this guide. Badges: I am glad you found it helpful! This was one of the more intensive
guides I undertook but I like to think it will help people keep their W's on the road. My husband
and I are amazed by the detail and knowledge of this guide, we own a well maintained and
excellent running D w California turbo, we will be utilizing this guide to eventually rebuild the
vacuum lock system, in this amazing machine. Thank you so much. Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty
Moderate. Steps Time Required 1 - 2 hours. Sections 1. Flags 1. Member-Contributed Guide An
awesome member of our community made this guide. Introduction The door lock system on a W
is controlled entirely by vacuum. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. One
comment. Step 4. Step 5. Step 6. Step 7. Step 8. Step 9. Step Almost done! You're Finished!
Author with 2 other contributors. Such detail and precision helps every time. Thanks for a great
aid. Thank you so much Sandie and Hal. Sandra, I am glad the guide helped you out! You're
very welcome. Load more comments. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px.
View Statistics:. Mercedes Vacuum Troubleshooting Basics. All parts used in these pictorials
are available at the diesel parts for sale page. Vacuum, vacuum everywhere, or you wished it
was. To many owners of the older Mercedes diesel cars, the vacuum system continues to be an
amazing mystery. Full of weird components and even weirder operation of all kinds of stuff on
the car. Well I am here to tell you today, it is not that complicated and mysterious. To be quite
frank, vacuum systems are much easier to both understand and troubleshoot, than an electrical

system is. The purpose of this pictorial is not to troubleshoot the entire car. I will eventually do
the entire car for you in several different pictorials. My main focus is the most common areas
that I hear questions on, especially around the oil filter housing. This critical area is where most
of the leaks are going to happen. Why you ask? Because most cars are running around with the
original connectors and check valves, that have swollen and hardened because of oil vapors
and heat from the engine compartment. Combine that with years of moving and bumping the
lines while taking off the oil filter housing top, and you have a recipe for a leak. Nothing will
destroy a rubber vacuum component faster than motor oil. It swells the rubber, makes the
connections loose and then bingo, leaks. So follow along as we hunt down some vacuum leaks
Please remember to recycle all your used fluids at an appropriate recycling center. Be mindful
to not spill or splash fluids on yourself, others or the ground. Also as a safety tip please
remember anytime you are working on, around or under your car, to wear safety glasses and
secure the car with wheel stops and approved jack stands! Tools of the trade. You must have at
least one vacuum pump to properly diagnosis your system. Don't get the cheap plastic hand
pump they don't last. I like the brass Sears model for longevity. Also invaluable is a standard
vacuum gauge. Many times on several of the tests I perform, I will use both gauges at the same
time. Don't skimp on these tools, they don't cost that much and will pay for themselves the first
time you use them. Oh I almost forgot one other tool, golf tees. These are invaluable in plugging
lines for testing. I have lots of them handy when I am on the hunt for leaks. They are easy to use
and slip in and out of the connectors easily. Typical Mercedes diesel vacuum pump. They are
very reliable and easy to rebuild if need be. The most common failure is the check valve and
internal diaphragm. The very first thing I do is make sure we have a constant supply of vacuum.
Disconnect the main fitting going to the brake booster while the engine is running using a
19mm wrench. Hook up your vacuum gage to the end and read the vacuum. As you can see we
have a nice 22 hg of vacuum. The vacuum is actually a little higher than the gauge reads due to
the fact that I am just pressing the hose against the opening and I can't make a perfect seal.
This tells us the vacuum pump is working properly. Since the most cars have the original
vacuum components, I will be showing you how to replace the connectors and other items with
the dieselgiant Master Vacuum Connector kit. Another area of great leakage is the metering
valves on the main supply line. There is a 3 way and 4 way connector on the valve. Be very
careful removing the 2 connectors from the supply line metering valve. If one breaks you will
have to replace the entire line. Its not very expensive, but if it is not is perfect condition, then it
will leak. Next is the green vacuum dashpot for the transmission. This is simply a metering
device to supply the correct vacuum to the transmission switch. If the dashpot is leaking or not
functioning, then transmission shifting can be very rough and erratic. I disconnected the supply
side of the dashpot to ensure it is getting proper vacuum and hooked my gauge into the
connector that the dashpot was occupying. The dashpot is getting proper vacuum. Why is this
reading lower than the supply line? Because the dashpot is being supplied by the 3 way
connector and that is connected to the metering valve in the supply line. The metering valve is
designed to restrict the vacuum going to this area. Replace the dashpot and the connector if
necessary. Next we turn out attention to the big culprits to vacuum leaks. The door lock check
valve. If this is leaking then the doors may work slowly or not at all. It will also allow the vacuum
reservoir to leak down when the car is parked. If you want too, you can test the valve by
hooking up your hand vacuum pump to the supply side and blocking off the 2 outlet nipples,
but I would just go ahead and replace it since its in the kit. To test the yellow lines, hook up your
hand pump to each line with the other blocked off, and see if you can pull and hold a vacuum. If
not then you may have a master vacuum switch or one of the door lock actuators leaking. Now
you will see a lot of different colored vacuum line coming though the firewall, what are they??
Well different year cars have some differences but these are the main ones. The 2 yellow lines
going to the check valve is for the door lock system. The solid brown line is the ignition switch
supply line. The brown with blue stripe is to the fuel shut off valve. The green with yellow stripe
goes to the HVAC system. The baby blue line supplies the seat back restraint system on 2 door
models. The black line supplies the vacuum reservoir tank. Please note that you need to check
the green line with the yellow stripe. This line is the most common line to have multiple leaks
due to all the dash pod units controlling the HVAC system. If it leaks, just plug it off for now. In
another pictorial we will tackle the HVAC system by itself. Also check the black line with your
hand pump. This line is the supply line for the vacuum reservoir and will need to be addressed if
it won't hold vacuum. The reservoir is located in the truck on the sedan models and behind the
drivers front fender on other models. Now we will check the supply to the check valve. This side
will have full vacuum since it is supplying most of the lines that come through the firewall. We
look good here. Test each outlet on your connector. I have already replaced this connector and
just verifying that there are no leaks. Keep in mind when testing the vacuum system, you will

need to test before the suspect component and after it. Then just keep moving downstream,
until you find the leak. Use your golf tees to block lines for your test. Use you hand pump to test
the various check valves and to pull vacuum on actuators, reservoir, and other moving
mechanisms. In the case with this car the main culprit was the 5 way connector. It was original
and swollen with oil vapor and did not grip the lines very well. A new connector is VERY hard to
get on the lines, that is what keeps vacuum leaks away. Well I hope that I have given you
enough info to be able to test and repair this trouble area in the vacuum system. Keep in mind
there are a lot of other components and systems on your car we did not address, but you now
know the basics, so go forth and stamp out vacuum leaks. Cars for sale. Trucks for sale. Where
we are. Links to other diesel sites. About us. Why diesel? How they work. How they sound. VW
diesel maintenance tips. Dodge diesel maintenance tips. Mercedes Diesel parts for sale.
Mercedes diesel maintenance tips. Bio diesel and WVO page. The cookie settings on this
website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best experience. Please click Accept
Cookies to continue to use the site. Cars For Sale. G-Wagon: W, W C Coupe. R Convertible. Fuel
Tank System. Long Wheelbase. Standard Wheelbase. W SL Pagoda. W Coupe. W Chassis.
Sedan: Long Wheelbase. Sedan: Standard Wheelbase. R Chassis. Rare Classics. Late Model.
Diesel Engine. OM Diesel. OM NA Diesel. OM Turbo Diesel. Gasoline Engine. M Gasoline.
Browse By Chassis. About Us. Customer Login. These vehicles are considered by many to be
the best-engineered production car ever made. They are possibly the most popular of the
classic Mercedes-Benz models, in part due to the popularity of biodiesel and vegetable
oil-based fuels used in the diesel models. While that is turning out to be a fad that has slowly
faded, the W Mercedes is now starting to take it's rightful place as a valuable classic car worthy
of restoration, proved by its numerous appearances in movies and television in recent years.
The W is one of the most popular Mercedes-Benz chassis ever built, with production of the D
model reaching nearly half a million. Much of the styling was based on W design aspects,
adapted to the more modestly-priced E-series W Later in coupe and long-wheelbase sedan
models were produced, and in the first of the famous W wagon models was sold. Part of the
popularity of the W was that it was released in such a wide variety of models and
options--different engines, paint colors and upholstery. A number of changes were made over
the years, the most notable in when the interior upholstery patterning was changed throughout
the entire vehicle. The climate control system was also completely redone at that time. Part of
the continued popularity of the W is the longevity created by it's over-engineering, and a big
part of that is the longevity of the diesel engines in particular. The W featured every one of the
OM61x diesel engine series with cast iron heads: the 4-cylinder OM and OM, and the 5-cylinder
OM in both turbo and naturally aspirated versions. These engines are extremely fuel-efficient,
helping draw attention to the W in this modern age of greater concern over the cost of a
petroleum-based transportation system. A luxury car that gets over 25mpg is otherwise unheard
of until well into the 21st century. This alone will ensure the place of the W amongst popular
classic cars if nothing else. We have a large selection of both used and new parts for the
Mercedes-Benz W Chassis. We regularly have these vehicles in our main salvage yard and at
our network of salvage suppliers. If you cannot find the part that you are looking for here in our
online store, please contact us for assistance. Have service records confirming mileage.
Mechanical Condition Everything works as it should except the power locks. Body Condition All
great Previous history is not known, other than Professionally sandblasted and powder-coated.
But better quality than the OEM This is a brand new pair of Mercedes sun visors, manufactured
by a supplier of high-quality interior parts for classic European vehicles. These visors are
available in a variety of colors, which may not be an exact match to your current upholstery.
Can be used as a plain chrome replacements or painted to match your Mercedes. Attachment
Clips are not included, but both Early and Late-Style Clips are available for sale separately. Fits
R This OEM rubber weatherstrip kit includes all new seals that are still available from Mercedes
with the exception of sunroof seals, which are available for sale separately. Includes the
following seals: Front Available in German Loop or Feintuft Velour. Hard backing, such as the
spare tire cover, is not included. Kit is pictured as installed on hard backing pieces. This is for
two seals. They measure 68cm in length each. W Owners: These will fit the front doors only This
is for a pair, two, brushes. This sealing rail goes between the rear quarter glass and the metal
door shell on the outside of the car. Set of four. Genuine Mercedes-Benz. For all early models,
up through the early s. These are original Mercedes wheels that have been sandblasted and
repainted. Color is still rich and bold. Please verify fitment in the Vehicle Interchange tab before
Can't find what you are looking for? Fear not! We have thousands of Classic Mercedes Parts not
yet listed in our online parts store. We are a reseller of brand new Genuine Mercedes-Benz
parts. We have a network of salvage suppliers for used Mercedes parts, and we have a number
of suppliers of aftermarket parts for classic Mercedes cars that we work with. Contact us with

your parts request and we will hunt down your hard-to-find parts for you! We strive to be your
one-stop shop for all of your classic Mercedes-Benz parts needs. For assistance please Contact
Us. Customer Login If you are already registered, please log in. Email Address:. Forgot your
password? Create your account and enjoy a new shopping experience. Create A New Account.
Shopping Cart:. Add to Cart. Choose Options. Items 1 to 15 of total. Need help? I've been
looking or an easy to read diagram for a while. THX I hope '77 R is the same. Great insight to
vacuum issues. My issue is related to passenger door not locking. So this was very helpful.
Wednesday, April 11, Mercedes Vacuum Diagram. This digram does not show the engine
vacuum. First, start by checking the vacuum tanks for leaks. This tank supplies vacuum to the
central locking system and cruise control. Unscrew plastic panel and slide away to expose tank.
To remove tank and panel, e-brake assembly must be removed. Passenger side U. This part is
still available through Mercedes. Both the tank and grommet are still available from Mercedes. If
you have the original system, it is best to test each section of vacuum line by disconnecting,
capping and testing one section at a time. These include the heater tap, fresh air flaps at cowl,
passenger side door, fuel flap, and trunk. The passenger side door lock, and trunk lock on
earlier SL's are no longer available from Mercedes. Both are available from Mercedes. The final
potential point of a vacuum leak is the Ford-Philco cruise control unit. It is also wise to change
out any check valves. They are located under the hood at the fire wall driver side. Original check
valves are black and green while the new ones are blue and black. These are unmetered.
Unknown April 16, at PM. Jar Binks December 5, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe
to: Post Comments Atom. All Search Everything. User Name Remember Me? Does anyone have
or know where to find a diagram or diagrams of the whole vacuum system in a D? I've got a
couple different emission systems diagrams, but I'm trying to run through the whole system to
check for leaks so I need to know where allll the little hoses full of nothing are. The Performance
Products paper catalog might help.. SD Blue. I provided you with a link to the entire service
manual. There is also a condensed sticky list: Condensed Sticky thread And here: Vacuum
Diagrams. A good AND complete one doesn't exist, as was discussed in a recent thread. The
colors are wrong on the door locks one that's floating around, and the FSM ones don't mention
colors at all. I really should have
2000 honda accord fuel lines
chrysler pacifica 2004 manual
civic honda 2007
done one before I redid my lines totally non-stock now, so no help. The door lock diagram that
Rog mentioned is actually pretty good if you reverse the color legend for lock and unlock and
the location of the driver's door vacuum check valve. There is also another diagram posted here
that covers the climate control vacuum system. This helped me get my shifting sorted, and plug
things I didn't need. I think this one was for plugging off the egr system. These are just
diagrams, I sure yours is a little different. Funny how that works. Originally Posted by charmalu.
BB code is On. Smilies are On. Trackbacks are On. Pingbacks are On. Refbacks are On. Forum
Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Add Thread to del. User Name. Remember Me?
ShopForum Gallery. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. SD Blue Registered User. TX Posts: 4,
Rogviler Unpurist. BWhitmore Registered User. Digg del. Posting Rules. LinkBack URL. About
LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this thread.

